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Effects of Emotional Regulation Processes on
Adaptive Selling Behavior and Sales Performance*
Joonhwan Kim**
Sungho Lee***
Dongwoo Shin****
Ji-Hee Song*****

While the role of emotional antecedents of effective selling behavior would be important, the issue
has not been fully addressed in the sales literature. To fill this gap, we conceptualize and empirically
examine the relationships among salesperson’s emotional regulation processes such as emotional intelligence
(EI) and emotional labor (EL), effective selling behavior, and sales performance on the basis of
educational, occupational, social psychology literature and marketing literature (e.g., Henning-Thurau,
Groth, Paul, and Gremler 2006; Kidwell et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2008; Mayer, Salovey, and Caruso
2008). First, salesperson’s EI is defined as his or her capability that enables correct perceptions about
emotional situations in sales interactions. The EI is expected to work as psychological resources for
different types of EL (i.e., deep acting and surface acting) to be performed by salesperson as emotional
expression strategies (e.g., Lie et al. 2008). It is, then, expected that the features of EL selected by
the salesperson would lead to different levels of adaptive selling behavior (ASB) and thereby sales
performance (Monaghan 2006). Further, given that salesperson’s customer orientation (CO) is found
to be an important correlate of ASB (Franke and Park 2006), it is expected that CO would moderate
the relationship between EL and ASB (Rozell, Pettijohn, and Parker 2004). Hence, this research
attempts to shed additional light on emotionally-driven (EL) as well as cognitively-driven (CO)
antecedents of ASB (Frank and Park 2006).
The findings of the survey research, done with 336 salespersons in insurance and financial companies,
are summarized as follows. First, salespersons with a high level of EI are found to use both deep acting
(regulating the emotions themselves) and surface acting (controlling only emotional expressions) in a
versatile way, when implementing EL. Second, the more the salesperson performs deep acting, the
more he or she shows ASB. It is, then, important for salespersons to use deep acting more frequently
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in the EL process in order to enhance the quality of interacting with customers through ASB. On
the other hand, the salesperson's surface acting did not have a significant relationship with ASB.
Moreover, CO was found to moderate the relationship between the salesperson’s deep acting and ASB.
That is, the context of high CO culture and individual salesperson’s deep acting would synergistically
make the selling efforts adaptive to customer preferences.
Conceptualizing and empirically verifying the antecedent roles of important emotional constructs
such as EI and EL in salesperson’s effective selling behavior (ASB) and sales performance is a major
theoretical contribution in the sales literature. Managerially, this research provides a deeper understanding
on the nature of tasks performed by salespersons in service industries and a few guidelines for
managing the sales force. First, sales organizations had better consciously assess EI capacity in the
selection and nurturing processes of salespersons, given that EI can efficiently drive EL and the
resulting effective selling behavior and performance. Further, the concept of EL could provide a
framework to understand the salespersons’ emotional experiences in depth. Especially, sales organizations
may well think over how to develop deep acting capabilities of their sales representatives. In this
direction, the training on deep acting strategies would be an essential task for improving effective
selling behavior and performance of salespersons. This kind of training had better incorporate the
perspectives of customers such that many customers can actually discern whether salespersons are
doing either surface acting or deep acting. Finally, based on the synergistic effects of deep acting
and CO culture, how to build and sustain CO is always an ever-important task in sales organizations.
While the prior sales literature has emphasized the process and structure of highly customer-oriented
sales organization, our research not only corroborates the important aspects of customer-oriented sales
organization, but also adds the important dimension of competent sales representatives who can
resonate with customers by deep acting for sales excellence.
Key words: emotional regulation processes, emotional intelligence, emotional dissonance, emotional
labor, adaptive selling behavior, customer orientation, sales performance
Ⅰ. Introduction

Emotional factors involved in the process of
interaction between salesmen and customers have
been asserted to affect the quality of marketing
exchange relationship by many studies (e.g.,
Bagozzi 1997; Diaz and Ruiz 2002; Smith and
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Bolton 2002). Accordingly, many firms have
endeavored to provide customers in the exchange
process with positive emotional experience by
training salespersons to produce an atmosphere
of desirable emotions. However, in addition to
regarding salespeople as subjects who should
get emotional training, we had better improve the
understanding on how salespersons’ management

and control of their emotions may affect their
selling behavior and performance, which would
help firms find the ways of improving the
effective selling behavior and sales performance
of their salesforce.
Specifically looking into the prior empirical
research, only a few studies examined the role
of emotion in the context of salesperson behavior.
One group of studies found that the high level
of efforts by salesman to manage emotions
(i.e., emotional labor) positively influenced sales
performance and job satisfaction (e.g., Di Mascio
2010; Hennig-Thurau, Groth, Paul, and Gremler
2006; Wong 2005). The other investigated the
effect of salesman’s emotional intelligence on
marketing performance (e.g., Rozell, Pettijohn,
and Parker 2004). Considering not only that
emotional intelligence and emotional labor constitute
a person’ emotional regulation processes (e.g.,
Liu, Prati, Perrewe and Ferris 2008) but also
that more research efforts are needed to assess
the relationship between emotional factors and
effective selling behaviors, it would be important
to examine how emotional intelligence and
emotional labor are related and they influence
salesperson’s effective selling behavior and
performance.
In other words, it would be worthwhile to
understand the relationship between emotional
regulation processes and sales performance in
an integrated manner with the central constructs
of salesperson behavior literature such as the
salesperson’s adaptive selling behavior (ASB)

and customer orientation (CO) (Franke and Park
2006) since the antecedent roles of emotional
constructs in effective selling behavior have not
been fully investigated. Specifically, we intend
to examine how the salesperson’s emotional
regulation processes are related to ASB, CO,
and sales performance. In the respect that a new
research question is examined in an integration
with the key constructs of prior studies, our
research approach is consistent with that of a
few studies (e.g., Kidwell, Hardesty, Murtha,
and Sheng 2011; Kim 2010) which delved
beyond the direct correlation between emotional
factors and marketing performance.
On the basis of educational, occupational, social
psychology literature, marketing and management
literature (e.g., Henning-Thurau, Groth, Paul,
and Gremler 2006; Johnson and Spector 2007;
Kidwell et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2008; Mayer,
Salovey, and Caruso 2008; Slaski and Cartwright
2002, 2003), we conceptualize to propose and
examine the relationships among salesperson’s
emotional regulation processes, ASB, CO, and
sales performance as follows. First, salesperson’s
emotional intelligence (EI) is defined as his or
her capability that enables correct perceptions
about emotional situations in sales interactions.
The EI is expected to work as psychological
resources for different types of emotional labor
(EL) (i.e., deep acting and surface acting) to
be performed by salesperson as emotional expression
strategies (Lie et al. 2008; McMurrian et al.
2002, 2003). It is, then, expected that the
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features of EL selected by the salesperson
would lead to different levels of ASB and
thereby sales performance (Monaghan 2006).
Further, given that salesperson’s CO is found
to be an important correlate of ASB (Franke
and Park 2006), it is expected that CO would
moderate the relationship between EL and ASB
(Rozell, Pettijohn, Parker 2004).1) In other words,
construing that CO has been much examined
along with ASB to constitute effective selling
behaviors, examining the relationships of EL
and CO with ASB may shed additional light
on emotionally-driven as well as cognitivelydriven antecedents of ASB (Franke and Park
2006).
In sum, by presenting the detailed paths of
salesperson’s emotional regulation processes to
sales performance from the bird-eye-view of
effective selling behavior, we try to gain a
theoretical implication on how salesperson’s
emotional regulation is linked through effective
selling behavior to sales performance. Based on
our findings, managerial implications can be
derived to provide sales managers with how to
deal with emotional regulation processes in
developing the capabilities of sales representatives.
The remainder of the paper is organized as

follows. First, we propose the conceptual model
and the hypotheses on the relationships among
our focal constructs. Then, research method,
data characteristics, and results are presented.
We conclude by discussing the implications of
our findings, limitations, and future research
directions.
Ⅱ. Conceptualizing the Hypotheses
2.1 Emotional Intelligence and
Emotional Labor

Since Goleman (1995) introduced the concept
of EI in educational psychology, there have been
intensive debates on the definition, measurement,
and predictive strength of the construct. Some
scholars questioned the validity of the construct
(e.g., Landy 2005; Locke 2005; Matthews,
Zeidner, and Roberts 2002), while others criticized
these attackers for being too strict in their
approaches (e.g., Ashkanasy and Daus 2005;
Gohm 2004; Oatley 2004). However, Mayer and
Salovey (1997) widely accepted the originators
of EI but contended that the concept of EI

1) A high CO reflects a high concern for others, low-pressure selling, and problem-solution selling approaches (Saxe and
Weitz 1982), while emotional labor is performed as emotional expression strategies (e.g., Lie et al. 2008). Casually
thinking, there might be reciprocal associations between CO and EL. However, to examine how these constructs are
conceptually evolved to be related is beyond the scope and context of this research, which warrants separate research
efforts. In addition, considering not only that CO can be established and nurtured in the salesperson’s mindset in a
relatively easier way than EL but also the cross-sectional nature of the study, it is decided that the moderating role of
CO is investigated in the relationship between EL and ASB.
74 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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should be constrained to mental abilities relevant
to emotional and cognitive interaction. Consistent
with their contention, EI has been defined as
“the ability to obtain and apply information on
self or others' emotions in order to derive positive
results in social situations (Kidwell et al. 2011;
p. 78).” In other words, EI does not explain
the emotional state per se that an individual
experiences through social interaction, but rather
focuses on the individual’s ability to manage
and control emotional experiences. In a similar
but broader vein, Mayer et al. (2008) also defined
EI as “the ability to assess emotions of self
and others, the ability to effectively regulate
the emotions of self and others, and the ability
to utilize emotions in order to plan one's life
and make achievements (p. 78).”
The positive relationship between EI and job
performance can easily be found in a number
of previous studies in the domains of occupational
and social psychologies. An individual who
possesses a high level of EI was found to show
excellent leadership abilities (Côté, Lopes, Salovey,
and Miners 2010) and a high level of achievement
by effectively overcoming stress during work
through correct perception and control over
experienced emotions (Day, Therrien, and Carroll
2005; Slaski and Cartwright 2002, 2003). In
addition, individuals of the high EI can effectively
cope with negative emotions (e.g., anger, envy)
that occur in performing duties by appropriately
perceiving, understanding, and controlling various
emotions (Tsaousis and Nikolaou 2005).

Especially, service workers and salespeople who
have direct encounters with customers may
well be able to understand and use negative
and positive emotions that occur during the
course of interaction with the customer to form
a desirable marketing exchange relationship
(Kidwell et al. 2011). To enhance organizational
performance, service workers and salespeople are
expected to not only perceive in which type of
emotional states the customers are (McCollKennedy, Patterson, Smith, and Brady 2009)
but also let customers experience higher levels
of service and satisfaction by managing their
emotions and maintaining them positive (Ladhari
2007; Wirtz and Bateson 1999).
On the other hand, service workers and
salespeople cannot maintain positive emotions
all the time while they perform their tasks,
although they understand that expressing desirable
emotions is important for providing customers
with positive experiences. Hence, they are often
put in a situation in which they have to express
feelings different from their intrinsic emotions
during interaction with customers. This expectation
of constant and desirable emotional expressions
from the service provider is called ‘display rules’
which can be defined as the rules of specifying
the range, density, duration, and object of
emotions displayed within the context of the
workplace (Ashforth and Humphrey 1993). In
studies of service field, the difference between
the intrinsic emotional state and the regulated
emotional expressions is called ‘emotional dissonance
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(Hochschild 1983).’ Emotional dissonance has
been conceived as the main source of stress that
salespersons or service workers can experience
while performing their job duties (Grandey 2003).
In other words, “the management of feeling
to create a publicly observable facial and bodily
display (p.7)” was referred to as EL by
Hochschild (1983). Though there have been
different approaches to EL (e.g., Brotheridge
and Lee 2003; Glomb and Tews 2004), the
construct can be defined as the labor of adapting
one’s emotions to conform to the display rules.
In the context of salesperson behavior, EL can
be understood as the salesperson’s behavioral
strategy to derive positive achievement by
managing the discrepancy between the intrinsic
emotional state and the regulated emotional
expressions that is experienced during the course
of providing selling service (James 1989). Hence,
we define EL as ‘the salespeople’s behavioral
trend to control emotions and expressions of
self during interaction with customers for
achievement of organizational goals in our study
context of selling (Grandey 2000). That is, EL
is viewed as the salesperson's effort to overcome
emotional discrepancy and derive desirable sales
behavior rather than the psychological expense
that should be paid to maintain desirable
emotional states.
The EL strategies that salespersons use can
be then categorized into ‘surface acting’ and
‘deep acting’ (Ashforth and Humphrey 1993).
Surface acting is the behavioral strategy which
76 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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can be used by salespersons when they pretend
that they have positive emotions which are
different from the negative emotions they are
actually feeling. That is, salespersons regulate
their emotional display (e.g., facial expressions,
body language, and voice) by using the display
rules. In contrast, deep acting is the behavioral
strategy which can be used by salespersons as
they actually experience the emotions that are
in accordance with the display rules. Thus, they
make efforts to genuinely feel the emotions that
are required by the display rules and actively
suppress negative emotions in order to derive
desirable emotions from deep inside while
confronting customers. By definition, therefore,
whereas there might be a large discrepancy
between actual feelings and faked emotional
expressions in surface acting, there is little
difference between inner emotions and expressed
feelings in deep acting.
What would be then the relationship between
EI and EL in the selling context? Indeed, there
have not been many studies on the relationship
between EI and EL in general (Opengart 2005).
Further, in the psychology literature, there is
little agreement regarding the relationship between
EI and surface acting, while EI has shown a
consistent, positive relationship with deep acting
(e.g., Brotheridge 2006; Cheung and Tang
2009; Liu et al. 2008). Specifically, except for
a few studies that revealed negative relationships
between EI and surface acting (e.g., Austin,
Dore, and O'Donovan 2008), other studies did

not find any significant relationships between
them (e.g., Cheung and Tang 2009; Johnson
and Spector 2007; Lee 2011; Liu et al. 2008;
Monaghan 2006; Totterdell and Holman 2003).
Nevertheless, it is posited that, in the context
of sales exchanges, the clear relationship between
EI and EL can be found given that salespersons
are put in the more goal-oriented situation than
people in other situations. By definition, EI
refers to the very abilities that are required to
perform EL, implying that EI may be directly
related to EL (Kidwell et al. 2011; Liu et al.
2008). A salesperson has to perceive what kind
of emotions can be accepted and then should
regulate his or her emotions to display appropriate
expressions of emotion in the context of the
sales exchange. EI would then aid salespersons
to manage their ELs more effectively in the
selling process by abiding by the display rules
so that they can enhance customer satisfaction
and obtain positive outcomes.
Especially, people with high EI would be more
flexible in regulating their emotions so that
their feelings are appropriate to the situation
(Mayer and Salovey 1997). In general, salespersons
may engage more in deep acting due to the
situation which pushes them to regulate their
emotions effectively. Nevertheless, salespersons
with high EI are expected to perform both
surface and deep acting because they can perceive
and regulate emotions of self and others effectively
in correspondence with situational requirements
(Chenung and Tang 2009). On the other hand,

salespeople with lower EI are expected to
inappropriately use EL since their abilities to
perceive and regulate emotions are lower. Hence,
we propose the following relationships between
salespersons’ EI and EL. Especially, it needs to
be noted that the flexible relationships of EI
with EL, such as positive relationships of EI
with not only deep acting but also surface acting,
are firstly and uniquely supposed in the selling
context which represents the highly goal-oriented
situations in general.

H1-1: Salesperson’s EI is positively related
to deep acting.
H1-2: Salesperson’s EI is positively related
to surface acting.
2.2 Emotional Labor, Adaptive Selling
Behavior and Sales Performance

ASB was defined as “changing the selling
behavior of self based on the perceived information
related to selling products that is acquired by
the salesman during interaction with the customer
(Sujan 1986, p. 42).” The salespersons of adaptive
selling abilities can change marketing communications
with the customer flexibly in the manner conducive
to the individual sales situations and/or customer
characteristics in order to make the product or
service look very attractive. This flexibility enables
the salesperson not only to effectively use various
types of information which is obtained during
contact with the customer but to apply various
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selling behaviors appropriately. Through ASB,
the salesperson can formmore desirable relationships
with customers by applying communication
strategies that are most suitable for the situation
(e.g., Boorom, Goolsby, and Ramsey 1998; Spiro
and Weitz 1990; Sujan, Weitz, and Sujan 1988;
Weitz, Sujan, and Sujan 1986).
Further, ASB is based on the theoretical
assumption that salespersons can obtain the
high-quality information fromthe customer through
interpersonal contacts and regulate their selling
behavior, using the acquired information (Franke
and Park 2006). Accordingly, previous studies
have focused on the effects of cognitive variables
such as the salesperson's ability to collect and/
or process information on the change of marketing
communication strategies salespeople use (McIntyre,
Claxton, Anselmi, and Wheatley 2000; Sujan,
Weitz, and Kumar 1994; Weitz, Sujan, and
Sujan 1986). Hence, Spiro and Weitz (1990)
emphasized that the ability to obtain necessary
information through interaction with customers
and possession of the knowledge structure to
use this information effectively would be the
important requirements for salespersons who
intend to perform effective and adaptive selling
behavior.
On the other hand, the concept of EI implies
that salespersons can use not only cognitive
information processing but also emotional information
processing during the interaction process with
the customer (Kidwell et al. 2011). In general,
we posit that EI would help salespersons to
78 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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conduct ASBthat reflects the emotional information
exchange during the sales situation. The salesperson’s
EI not only works as mental abilities that are
required to obtain emotional information but
also forms an emotional knowledge structure that
can be used effectively to select the adaptive
selling behavior suitable for the situation.
Specifically, EI, as psychological resources, is
predicted to affect ASB via EL that operates
as behavioral strategies for emotional management.
The salesperson plans and regulates emotional
expressions as a part of desirable selling behavior
based on emotional information gained through
EI. During this process, it is highly probable
that different levels of dissonance occur between
the desirable emotional expressions required to
conduct ASB and the actual emotions that the
salesperson experiences. Thus, EL with different
levels of dissonance is likely to differently
affect the salesperson’s ASB.
In case of surface acting, a rapport with the
customer may be difficult to be formed and
the salesperson can hardly react to emotional
changes of the customer since the resources of
EI are used much to ‘fake’ desirable emotions
superficially (Hennig-Thurau et al. 2006). When
salespersons use surface acting as the main
behavioral strategy in order to express desirable
emotional expressions during interactions with
the customer, they are expected to experience
a high level of emotional dissonance and concentrate
on emotional resources for managing the emotional
stress that comes out of the process (Grandey

H2-2: Salesperson's surface acting is negatively
related to ASB.

2003). Consequently, the salesperson would feel
difficulties in securing emotional resources necessary
to obtain information on the customer's emotional
changes, and thus provides fairly identical services
that do not properly incorporate the customer’s
needs and change of emotional states (King
and Emmons 1990).
On the other hand, salespersons who utilize
deep acting would make efforts to derive desirable
emotions from deep inside their mind during
interactions with the customer, and thus their
emotional stress may decrease because the gap
between the emotions that they express and
the emotions that they actually feel diminishes
(Grandey 2003). Therefore, they do not need
much emotional resources to manage the emotional
stress that occurs during the course of duty
and the remaining resources can be utilized to
understand the customer situations. Consequently,
salespersons using deep acting are very likely
to make deep rapports with customers. So, they
can perform active ASB that appropriately reacts
to the customer’s emotional change by acquiring
the high-quality emotional information from them.
Thus, we derive the following hypotheses
regarding the relationships between the two
behavioral strategies of EL and ASB. It needs
to be kept in mind that this research first
examines the relationship between EL and ASB
in the context of sales exchanges.

ASB was found to have a significant relationship
with sales performance in most previous studies
(e.g., Boorom et al. 1998; Spiro and Weitz
1990; Weitz et al. 1986) except for a few
studies which found non-significant relationship
between the two constructs (e.g. Anglin,
Stolman, and Gentry 1990; McMurrian 1996).
The inconsistencies in the study findings were
attributed to the fact that the studies used
different definitions and measures (e.g., selfreported performance vis-à-vis performance
measured by indicators; Sujan et al. 1994). To
resolve this dispute, Franke and Park (2006)
conducted a meta-analysis of the studies related
to ASB, reporting that ASB has positive effects
on both self-reported performance and performance
assessed in terms of objective indicators based
on the cumulative parameters from almost all
related studies. Therefore, it is expected that
ASB would positively affect both subjective and
objective performances. Nevertheless, based on
the argument of extant studies that subjective
and objective sales outcomes should not be
conceived as the identical concept (e.g., Bommer,
Johnson, Rich, Podsakoff, and Mackenzie 1995),
each type of performance is included in the
separate hypotheses.

H2-1: Salesperson’s deep acting is positively
related to ASB.

H3-1: Salesperson's ASB is positively related
to subjective sales performance.
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H3-2: Salesperson's ASB is positively related
to objective sales performance.
2.3 Moderating Effects of Customer
Orientation

CO has been much examined along with ASB
to constitute effective selling behaviors leading
to sales performance (Franke and Park 2006).
Accordingly, this research aims to examine the
relationship of EL → ASB along with CO. To
conceptualize this relationship, the prior research
is reviewed on the relationship between CO
and ASB. Almost all studies found correlational
relationships between CO and ASB. Nevertheless,
the causal relationship is not clear (Franke and
Park 2006) in that some prior studies found
that CO influenced ASB (e.g., Bodkin 1989;
Lee and Ji 2013; Spiro and Weitz 1990) and
others found vice versa (e.g., Siguaw 1991).
Facing this uncertainty, we decided to follow
the suggestion of Franke and Park (2006) that
distinguishing between customer-oriented attitudes
and behaviors and examining the role of empathy
may shed additional light on the relationship
between CO and ASB.
First, when the prior research on salesperson’s
CO is examined, there exist two streams of
research. The first stream considered CO to be
a personal trait that could be developed and
acquired through performing job tasks (e.g.,
Brown, Mowen, Donavan, and Licata 2002;
Stock and Hoyer 2005). The other approach
80 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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regarded CO as a concept related to organizational
culture, influenced by market orientation of the
corporation. Integrating these streams, Roman
and Iacobuci (2010) emphasized that CO does
not exist as simple individual traits or as a part
of organizational culture but rather should be
perceived as a dynamic concept created by the
interaction between the two constructs. They
indeed re-conceptualized CO as a concept that
simultaneously reflects individual characteristics
and characteristics of the organizational culture,
overcoming the inherent limitations of the existent
approaches of previous studies. Specifically,
corporations with a strong market-orientation
form a culture in which the customer's needs
are continuously monitored and the efforts should
be made to meet them (Day 1994; Sinkula
1994). Though the market-oriented culture may
bring about the effect of increasing CO of each
individual employee, there could be variations
in the level of each employee’s CO because it
depends on the extent to which he or she has
internalized or perceived the organizational culture.
Hence, based on Roman and Iacobuci (2010),
this research defines CO as the salesperson’s
perception (i.e., attitudes) on how much the
organization focuses on the customers' needs
and intends to establish a desirable long-term
marketing relationship. That is, we revised to
use the CO scales of Saxe and Weitz (1982) to
reflect attitudinal orientation instead of behaviors.
Next, considering that examining the role of
empathy may shed additional light on the

relationship between CO and ASB, it is decided
that EL is examined as the emotionally-driven
antecedent of ASB, while CO as the cognitivelydriven antecedent of ASB. Although this one
piece of research cannot perfectly solve the
causal relationship between CO and ASB, it
attempted to incorporate the assessment of the
antecedent role of EL on ASB along with the
moderating effect of CO on the route of EL →
ASB.
In the next is presented our conceptualization
regarding the moderating role of the salesperson’s
CO in the relationship between EL (deep acting
and surface acting) and ASB. First, salespersons
with the high level of CO would not only perceive
that the organization as well as themselves value
the efforts to identify and satisfy customers’ needs
but also attempt to express various emotions
through deep acting as desirable selling behavior.
In other words, salespersons would perform deep
acting more actively because they think doing
so is consistent with the customer orientation
of themselves and their organization, i.e., a
synergistic effect of EL (deep acting) and CO
on ASB. On the other hand, if salespersons
who conduct deep acting are not assured of
the customer orientation of themselves as well
as the organization, they would attribute their
deep-acting behavior, such as building rapport
with customers and expressing genuine emotional
expressions, to their own efforts. In other words,
although they think they are doing their best
for deep acting, they are likely to perceive that

their ASB may not be fully fulfilled due to the
relatively low level of CO. Then, the influence
of deep acting on ASB in the low level of CO
would be weakened.
Meanwhile, it was previously expected that
the salesperson, who uses surface acting as the
main behavioral strategy, would feel difficulties
in securing emotional resources necessary to
obtain information on the customer's emotional
changes and thus provide identical services
that do not properly incorporate the customer’s
needs and change of emotional states: i.e., do
not perform ASB well (King and Emmons 1990).
If this person works in the context of high CO,
the person would feel a high level of dissonance
in that he or she cannot help but to use monotonous
emotional expressions, despite knowing that such
a surface acting is not recommended by the
selling organization. Hence, this high level of
dissonance would interfere with the salesperson’s
ASB. On the other hand, if salespersons work
in the context of low CO, they would feel a
certain level of dissonance since they would
also perceive restraining their actual emotions
and showing monotonous but positive emotional
expressions. What is important, though, is that
they would feel a relatively lower level of
dissonance than salespersons of high CO, suggesting
that their ASB would be interfered with less
than ASB of salespersons in the context of high
CO. That is, the negative effect of surface
acting on ASB may be ironically weakened in
the case of low CO. In other words, salespeople
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of low CO may perceive not only that their
selling jobs are to do surface acting to please
customer feelings and emotions regardless of
their intrinsic emotions but also that their
surface acting may represent ASB efforts.
In sum, our following hypotheses reflect the
double-edged aspects of CO when it is coupled
with the salesperson’s EL. That is, a high level
of CO would work as a catalyst to activate
more ASB for salespersons using deep acting,
whereas it rather strengthens the negative
relationship between surface acting and ASB.

H4-1: In the higher level of CO, the positive
relationship between deep acting and
ASB would be stronger.
H4-2: In the higher level of CO, the negative
relationship between surface acting
and ASB would be stronger.

The conceptualization of our hypotheses is
summarized in the research model of Figure 1.
Ⅲ. Methods
3.1 Sample and Data Collection

A survey method was used for the study.
Five hundred questionnaires were distributed
to the sales employees from insurance, security,
and other type of financial companies, whose
job function is commonly characterized by the
high level of interactions with customers.2) From
these distributed questionnaires, 409 surveys
were collected in person, and 73 responses that
included missing values or insincere responses
were excluded, leaving 336 questionnaires for

<Figure 1> The Research Model

Note. EI = emotional intelligence, CO = customer-orientation, DA = deep acting, SA = surface acting,
ASB = adaptive selling behavior, SP = subjective performance, OP = objective performance.

2) The majority of respondents were from insurance companies (85.4%), while some were from security (9.2%) and mutual
aid (5.4%) companies. These companies have communality in terms of selling financial products.
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the data analysis. The demographic characteristics
of the sample are presented in Table 1. Male
and female respondents took 67% and 33%,
respectively. Thirties (45.2%) and forties (33.0%)
in terms of age, college/university graduates
(68.8%) in terms of academic background, married
(65.8%) in terms of marital status, 3~4 years
(25.9%) and 5~10 years (24.1%) in terms of
years of tenure, and incentive-based contract
(67.6) in terms of employment type were majorities.
The characteristics of respondents suggest that
they could respond to the questions based on
their selling knowledge and experience.
3.2 Measures

To test the research hypotheses, the measure
items were adapted from the instruments of
previous studies that assessed EI, EL, CO,
ASB, and sales performance. The measurement

items are listed in the Appendix. For the items
of EI, the 16 items of Wong and Law’s (2002)
WLEIS (Wong and Law Emotional Intelligence
Scale) were used, which had been validated in
various organizational settings. This measurement
uses a five-point Likert scale and is composed
of four dimensions, i.e., appraisal of self-emotion,
appraisal of others’ emotion, use of emotion,
and regulation of emotion, which are reflective
of the construct definition proposed by Kidwell
et al. (2011) and Mayer et al. (2008). Next, EL
was defined as the degree to which salespersons
make efforts to regulate their feelings and
expressions in order to express desirable emotions
in organizations (Ashforth and Humphrey 1993;
James 1989). To measure salespersons’ deep
acting and surface acting, six items were adapted
from the EL scale developed by Brotheridge and
Lee (2003). CO was defined as the salesperson’s
level of understanding customer needs and the

<Table 1> Demographic Characteristics of the Sample

Demographics
Male
Gender
Female
20-29
30-39
Age
40-49
50-59
Over 60
Under high school,
,
Academic HigColh lschool
ege,
level
University,
Graduate school

Number Percentage
Demographics
(%)
225
67.0 Marital status Married
111
33.0
Single
39
11.6 Employment Full-time
152
45.2
Incentive
type
111
33.0
contract
26
7.7
Less
than 1
8
2.4
1
2
years
Years of 3 -4 years
tenure 5 -10 years
3
0.9
80
23.8
More than 10
61
18.2
Insurance
170
50.6
Industry
Security
22
6.5
Mutual aid

Number Percentage
(%)
221 65.8
115 34.2
109 32.4
227 67.6
76
22.6
64
19.0
87
25.9
81
24.1
28
8.3
287 85.4
31
9.2
18
5.4
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degree to which they try to satisfy them
(Roman and Iacobuci 2010). Seven items were
adapted from the SOCO (selling-orientation and
customer-orientation scale) developed by Saxe
and Weitz (1982) and revised to represent
customer-oriented attitudes (Franke and Park
2006).
ASB was defined as the extent to which a
salesperson develops knowledge necessary for
each sales situation and applies it at work (Franke
and Park 2006). The items were adapted from
Marks, Vorhies, and Badovick, (1996) and Park
and Holloway’s (2003) measurements, which are
based on the ADAPTS (Spiro and Weitz 1990).
For the measurement of the salesperson’s
performance, items from Park and Holloway
(2003), which were developed based on Sujan,
Weitz and Kumar (1994), were modified into
self-report-based questions. In addition, given
that the use of objective performance is preferred
to subjective performance when the salesperson’s
performance is appraised, the number of monthly
completed transactions and sales results were
used to assess objective performance of individuals.
Further, log transformation of objective performance
was used as the distribution was extremely
skewed to the right, violating the assumption
of normal distribution.
3.3 Common Method Biases

The Harman one-factor test was performed
to assess the potential for common method bias
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in the data (Podsakoff and Organ 1986). After
the careful item purification, an un-rotated factor
analysis of the dependent and independent
variables results in a solution that accounts for
64.61% of the total variance, and the first factor
accounts for 28.05% of the variance indicating
that common method biases are not a likely
contaminant of our results.
Moreover, common method bias usually arises
from having a common rater or from the
characteristics of the items themselves (Podsakoff,
MacKenzie, Lee and Podsakoff 2003). To prevent
this problem, the questionnaire was very carefully
designed from the beginning. Before collecting
data, we made efforts to ensure that the measureitems, developed based on prior literature, were
examined by practitioners in the field, decreasing
the source of non-sampling errors as much as
possible. The items that were not well articulated
were revised, and grammatical errors were
corrected. Furthermore, we allowed the respondents’
answers to be anonymous and assured them
that there were no right or wrong answers and
they answered the questions as honest as
possible. This procedure should reduce the
respondents’ evaluation apprehension and the
tendency of being socially desirable which is also
an arguable source of common method effects
produced by a common rater (Podsakoff et al.
2003).

in the parentheses indicate that the measurements
used in this study have in general high level of
reliability.

Ⅳ. Analyses & Results
4.1 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

4.2 Assessment of the Measurement
Model

Descriptive statistics and correlations between
the variables included in the research model are
presented in Table 2. The correlations among
the variables were significant at the level of α
=.01 except for the correlation between OEA
and OP (r=-.04) and the correlation between
SEA and OP (r=.08), the correlation between
SA and OP (r=.00) and the correlation between
ASB and OP (r=.09). The correlation between
ASB and SP was the highest (r=.68), while
the correlation between ROE and OP was the
lowest (r=-.12). Moreover, Cronbach’s alphas
Variablesa)
1. OEA
2. SEA
3. UOE
4. ROE
5. DA
6. SA
7. CO
8. ASB
9. SP
10. OP
MEAN
S.D

1
(.810)
.686**
.581**
.550**
.549**
.287**
.577**
.602**
.468**
-.043
3.80
.688

Before examining the fitness of the structural
model, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was
conducted first to assess the measurement model,
following the two-step approach for structural
equation modeling (Jöreskog and Sörbom 1996).
AMOS 17.0 was used to analyze the data, and
it was found that the standardized factor
loadings of the indicators were in an acceptable
range of 0.57 and 0.94. In addition, the model
fit estimates indicated that the measurement

<Table 2> Descriptive Statistics and Correlations

2
(.853)
.656**
.643**
.585**
.242**
.593**
.576**
.443**
.079
3.89
.705

3

4

5

6

7.

8

(.829)
.566**
.552**
.233**
.584**
.610**
.579**
.039
3.78
.742

(.862)
.419**
.271**
.432**
.431**
.384**
-.123*
3.64
.780

(.790)
.332**
.669**
.597**
.452**
.145*
3.81
.700

(.697)
.249**
.269**
.234**
.000
3.35
.778

(.891)
.684**
.538**
.001
4.07
.645

(.869)
.683**
.085
3.63
.675

9

10

(.858)
.028 (.725)
3.62 0.33
.735 .312

Note: N = 336, **p < .01, *p < .05, the numbers in parentheses are Cronbach Alpha coefficients.
a) OEA = other‘s emotion appraisal, SEA = self- emotional appraisal, UOE = use of emotion, ROE = regulation of
emotion, DA = deep acting, SA = surface acting, CO = customer orientation, ASB = adaptive selling behavior, SP
= subjective performance, OP = objective performance (log transformed).
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model appropriately fit the data (χ² =1381.14,
df= 575; RMR=0.046; GFI=0.814; TLI=
0.969; CFI=0.972; RMSEA=0.065).
As presented in Table 3, the average variance
extracted (AVE) for each variable was computed
in order to review the discriminant validity of
the variables. The range of AVEs was from
0.662 to 0.857, which satisfied the criteria of
over 0.50 (Fornell and Larcker 1981). Thus, it can
be said that all the variables have discriminant
validity. As for composite reliability, all the

variables, except for surface acting (0.565), satisfied
the acceptable criteria (Hair, Anderson, Tatham,
and Black 2006).
4.3 Assessment of the Structural
Model

The research hypotheses were tested with
significance tests and a bootstrapping with 5000
resampling, and the results are presented in
Table 4.

<Table 3> The Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Variables
EI
EL

ASB
SP
OP

Note: N = 336

ROE
OEA
UOE
SEA

Q2_01
Q2_04
Q2_06
Q2_02
SA Q2_03
Q2_05
Q4_01
Q4_02
Q4_03
Q4_04
Q4_05
Q4_06
Q4_07
Q5_01
Q5_02
Q5_03
Q5_04
Q5_05
Q5_06
Q5_07

DA
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Items
4
4
4
4
3

CCR

3

.565

7

.625

5

.678

2

.824
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.838
.690

Standard
factor loading
.76
.87
.86
.94
.74
.78
.72
.61
.73
.64
.70
.64
.57
.79
.80
.66
.74
.72
.71
.76
.76
.74
1.01
.67

C.R.
12.029
12.584
11.413
14.119
12.857
12.050
7.956
7.884
10.956
9.799
13.389
13.508
11.245
12.604
12.162
13.061
13.063
12.771
3.429

AVE
.857
.748
.662
.701
.740
.842

Estimates of the model fit indices for the
structural model (χ² =1432.61, df=584; RMR
=0.051; GFI=0.808; TLI=0.968; CFI=0.970;
RMSEA=0.066) generally satisfied the criteria
provided by Hair et al. (2006). The results of
testing the hypotheses are presented in the
following.
First, the salesperson’s EI showed a significant,
positive relationship with deep acting and thus,
hypothesis 1-1 was supported (path coefficient
= .83, t= 12.27, p < .01, Bootstrap CI= .75 ~
.90). Since the salesperson’s EI also had a
significant, positive relationship with surface
acting, hypothesis 1-2 was also supported (path
coefficient= .39, t= 5.24, p < .01, Bootstrap
CI= .21~.57).
Second, hypothesis 2-1 was supported since
the salesperson’s deep acting showed a positive
relationship with ASB (path coefficient= .78,
t= 9.87, p < .01, Bootstrap CI= .66~.87).
Different from our proposition, however, hypothesis
2-2 was not supported because the relationship
between the salesperson’s surface acting and

ASB was not significant (path coefficient=
.06, t= 1.12, p > .05; Bootstrap CI= -.05~
.14). We probed the main reason for why the
hypothesis 2-2 was not supported. It appeared
at a glance that the relationship of SA with
ASB was weaker than that of DA with ASB
on the basis of the correlations (.269 vs. .597 in
Table 2) as well as the means of ASB for SA
and DA (3.71 vs. 4.08). However, we found that
salespersons who did SA perceived themselves
to normally do ASB if their EI levels were
high as compared to low (Means of ASB=
3.97 (for high SA & high EI) > 3.41 (for high
SA & low EI); p < .01). Indeed, these persons’
level of ASB was not different from that of
deep-acting salespersons (3.97 = 4.18; p > .05).
In other words, when salespersons of high EI
used SA, they did not appear to experience a
high level of emotional dissonance and stress,
which would be different from the rationale
used for deriving the hypothesis 2-2. As a
matter of fact, it is acknowledged that when
we drewthe hypothesis 2-2, we did not thoroughly

<Table 4> Estimates of Path Coefficients in the Structural Model

Hypothesis
H 1-1
H 1-2
H 2-1
H 2-2
H 3-1
H 3-2

** p < .01

Predicted
Bootstrap CI
Result
Path Direction of Standardized
T-val
u
es
Coeffi
c
i
e
nt
Lower
Upper
Effect
EI → DA
+
.83
12.273** .75 .90
Supported
EI → SA
+
.39
5.244** .21 .57
Supported
DA → ASB
+
.78
9.873** .66 .87
Supported
SA → ASB
.06
1.115 -.05 .14 Not supported
ASB → SP
+
.77
10.218** .62 .88
Supported
ASB → OP
+
.13
1.835** .02 .23
Supported
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consider the flexible relationship of EI with EL,
such as positive relationship of EI with surface
acting. That is, salespersons of high EI are
expected to perform SA because they can perceive
and regulate emotions of self and others effectively
if the situation requires (Chenung and Tang
2009).
Third, ASB was found to have a positive
relationship with subjective performance and thus,
hypothesis 3-1 was supported (path coefficient
= .77, t= 10.22, p < .01; Bootstrap CI= .62~
.88). In addition, the relationship between ASB
and objective performance was significantly
positive, so hypothesis 2-4 was supported (path
coefficient= .13, t= 1.84, p < .01; Bootstrap
CI= .02~.23).
In addition, Table 5 further presents the test
results of indirect effects from the bootstrapping
procedure (Preacher and Hayes 2008).3) The
roles of multiple mediators were found to be
significant except for the case of SA, consistent
with the result that the relationship of SA →

ASB was not supported. Further, as discussed
in the probing regarding hypothesis 2-2, the
path of SA → ASB was not significant due to
the role of EI, which suggested the strong
indirect effect of EI → ASB.
Lastly, in order to test the moderating effect
of CO on the relationship between EL and
ASB, the participants were divided into the
high and the low level groups of CO on the
basis of the median score (median= 4.14).
Then, the fit of the model that constrained the
path to be identical between the groups was
compared with that of the unconstrained model
by calculating the difference of model χ². As
can be seen in Table 6, when the coefficient of
the ‘deep acting → ASB' path was fixed to be
identical between the two groups, the fit of the
constrained model got significantly worse, compared
with the unconstrained model (△χ²(1) =18.432,
p < .01). In addition, when the coefficient of
the 'surface acting → ASB' path was fixed to
be identical among the high and low customer

<Table 5> Bootstrapping Tests for Indirect Effects

EI → ASB
EI → SP
EI → OP
DA → SP
DA→ OP
SA → SP
SA → OP

Indirect Effect
.67
.44
.09
.60
.10
.05
.01

.56
.34
.01
.46
.01
-.03
-.02

Bootstrap CI

.78
.60
.17
.72
.19
.15
.05

3) We thank for the reviewer’s suggestion of this analysis of bootstrapping procedure.
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Test Results
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant
Not Significant
Not Significant

orientation groups, the fit of the constrained
model got significantly worse than that of the
unconstrained model(△χ²(1)=27.803, p < .01).
Fromthese results, we can infer that COmoderates
the relationship of deep acting → ASB as well
as the relationship of surface acting → ASB.
To analyze the direction of the moderating
effect of CO on the relationship of deep acting
→ ASB, the path coefficients were compared
between the high CO group and low CO group.
The estimated standardized coefficient of the
‘deep acting → ASB' path was .82 (t-value=
7.22; p < .01) for the high CO group and .51
(t-value=3.74; p < .01) for the low CO group.
Thus, hypothesis 4-1, which predicted that the
positive relationship between deep acting and
ASB would get stronger in the higher level of
CO, was supported.
On the other hand, the estimated standardized
path coefficient of the ‘surface acting → ASB'
path was -.04 (t-value= -.63; p > .05) for the
high CO group and .40 (t-value= 3.67; p <
.01) for the low CO group. Even though CO
played the moderating role in the effect of SA
on ASB, the resulting direction of effect was
different from the expectation of hypothesis

4-2 that the negative relationship of SA →
ASB would be found for the low CO group
along with the more negative relationship of
SA → ASB for the high CO group. Instead,
the path of SA → ASB was found to be nonsignificant for the high CO group and the path
was found to be positive instead of negative
for the low CO group. Thus, hypothesis 4-2
was not supported.4) The major reason for why
the hypothesis 4-2 was not supported would be
attributed to the result that SA was not
negatively related to ASB, i.e., the hypothesis
2-2 was not supported due to the versatile role
played by EI. Nevertheless, we interpreted the
direction of effects in relation to the reasoning
used in the derivation of hypothesis 4-2. If the
salesperson who uses SA works in the context
of high CO, the person may feel a high level of
dissonance which would interfere with his or
her ASB (Means of ASB= 3.44 for the high
CO context < 3.98 for the low CO context; p <
.01). On the other hand, salespeople of low CO,
feeling a relatively lower level of dissonance,
may perceive not only that their selling jobs
would be to do SA to please customer feelings
and emotions but also that their SA may

4) One of the reviewers recommended spotlight analysis as a complementary tool which would help readers understand the
directional pattern of the results of H4-1 and H4-2. We strongly agree with the reviewer’s concern regarding the
limitations of using the dichotomization procedure. Although using product terms of continuous variables and spotlight
analysis is a powerful method for displaying insightful graphical patterns of interactions in regression analysis, such an
approach may generate serious problems in maximum likelihood estimation in structural equation modeling because the
products of indicator variables may produce non-linear and correlated error terms (Ping 1995). Further, since our theoretical
hypotheses proposed the changes in the strength of coefficients, we maintained to use the multi-group analysis, recommended
by Ping (1995). Nevertheless, we highly appreciate the reviewer’s concern and comments.
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Path
Model
Unconstrained model
(df = 1242)
Constrained model
(df = 1241)

<Table 6> Verification of the Moderating Effect of CO
χ²

DA → ASB

2513.154
2494.822

represent ASB efforts (Means of ASB= 3.44
for the high CO context < 3.98 for the low CO
context; p < .01). Hence, although the hypothesis
4-2 was not supported in terms of the directions
of effect, the reasoning behind the hypothesis
was roughly consistent with the result.
Ⅴ. Discussion
5.1 Summary of the Findings

Our research examined the effects of salespersons’
EI and EL on ASB and sales performance
along with the moderating role of CO in the
route of EL to ASB. The findings of the
research are summarized as follows. First, it
was found that salespersons with a high level
of EI used both deep acting (regulating the
emotions themselves) and surface acting (controlling
only emotional expressions) in a versatile way,
when implementing EL. Since deep acting is the
process of controlling one's emotions spontaneously,
intentional efforts are needed (Hochschild 1983).
As for surface acting, however, salespersons
90 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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△χ²

18.332**

χ²

SA → ASB

2513.154
2485.351

△χ²

27.803**

control only their emotional expressions and
experience. Accordingly, the salesperson of high
EI can regulate his or her emotional resources,
suggesting that he or she uses deep acting as
well as surface acting as the need arises. As a
matter of fact, the results of debriefing interviews
with about ten ‘self-competent’ salespersons
indicated that they were able to prioritize their
selling efforts and conversations (regulate their
emotional resources in our terms) after discerning
the importance of potential customers, implying
the salesperson’s versatility of using deep acting
and surface acting. Moreover, this finding may
play the role of explaining the inconsistent
results of previous studies on the relationship
between EI and EL by showing simultaneously
positive relationships of EI to deep and surface
acting, especially in the clear goal-oriented
situation.
Second, the more the salesperson performed
deep acting, the more he or she showed to do
ASB. This finding is generally consistent with
previous research which showed that deep acting
was positively related to the maintenance of
long-term relationships with the customer
(Brotheridge and Grandey 2002). It is, then,

important for salespersons to use deep acting
more frequently in the EL process in order to
enhance the quality of interacting with customers
through ASB. The debriefing interviews showed
that salespersons tried to genuinely experience
the emotions that they showed in order to
maintain touch bases with customers since
the highly related customers could really discern
real emotions from fake ones.
On the other hand, the salesperson's surface
acting did not have a significant relationship
with ASB. This specific finding is actually
different than our prediction that surface acting
is negatively related to ASB. As mentioned in
the section of results, the main reason for why
this hypothesis was not supported may be that
salespersons who did SA perceived themselves
to normally do ASB if their EI levels were
high. Considering the flexible relationship of EI
with EL, the simple negative relationship of
SA with ASB cannot be expected, while the
relationship may be complex and different
depending upon EI and/or CO.
Next, CO was found to moderate the relationship
between the salesperson’s ELand ASB. Specifically,
as predicted, it was found that in the higher
level of CO, the positive relationship between
deep acting and ASB was stronger. That is,
the context of high CO culture and individual
salesperson’s deep acting may synergistically
make the selling efforts adaptive to customer
preferences.
On the other hand, like a complex relationship

between SA and ASB, the moderating effect
of CO in the relationship between the salesperson’s
surface acting and ASB was found to be complex
and different from the expected direction of
effects. Specifically, we expected that the negative
relationship of SA with ASB would be found
for the low CO group along with the more
negative relationship of SA with ASB for the
high CO group, while we found that the path
of SA → ASB was positive, instead of negative,
for the low CO group along with non-significant
path of SA → ASB for the high CO group.
Since SA was not negatively related to ASB
due to the flexible role played by EI, we may
not find the expected direction of effects. When
we probed to interpret the results on the direction
of effects, the salesperson who uses SA works
in the context of high CO would feel interfered
with his or her ASB, while salespeople of low
CO may perceive not only that their selling jobs
would be to do SA to please customer feelings
and emotions but also that their SA may
represent ASB efforts (Means of ASB= 3.44
for the high CO context < 3.98 for the low CO
context; p < .01). The debriefing interviews
also supported this probing for salespeople of
high CO who do SA: “… if I conceal my true
emotions and showthose demanded by organization
and situation, it is very difficult to customize
my selling efforts, accommodating consumers’
needs and/or wants.”
Lastly, consistent with previous studies which
found significant relationships between ASB
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and salesperson’s performance, we found such
a relationship. It is meaningful that we found
significant relationships in terms of both subjective
and objective performances.
5.2 Conceptual and Managerial
Implications

The foremost conceptual contribution is that
this research examined, first in the sales literature,
how EI and EL influence effective selling behavior
and salesperson’s performance. Specifically,
conceptualizing and empirically verifying the
antecedent roles of important emotional constructs
such as EI and EL in salesperson’s effective
selling behavior (ASB) and sales performance
is a major theoretical contribution in the sales
literature.
In addition, this research shows the flexible
role of EI such that EI can be linked to not
only DA but also SA in correspondence with
situational requirements in a clear goal-oriented
setting such as selling. It needs to be remembered
that in the psychology literature, EI has consistently
shown a positive relationship with DA, while
there has been little agreement as to the relationship
between EI and SA (e.g., Brotherridge 2006).
Hence, the proposition and finding that EI would
be related in a versatile way to EL (deep
acting and surface acting) implies the need to
further refine the conceptual relationship between
EI and EL in the related literatures such as
educational, occupational, social psychology.
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Moreover, although this research finds the
versatile role of EI, especially the relationship
between EI and SA, it also suggests that the
relationship between SA and ASB would be
quite complex due to this flexible role of EI,
which needs further research. From a different
angle of effective selling behavior literature,
this research attempted to shed additional light
on the relationship between CO and ASB by
examining the role of empathy such as emotional
regulation processes (EI and EL). Although
the synergistic effects of DA and CO on ASB
were found, the relationships among SA, CO,
and ASB were still unanswered. Hence, the need
for more fine-tuned conceptualization efforts is
warranted as to the relationships among SA,
CO, and ASB, especially focusing on examining
the role of emotional dissonance felt by salespersons
in the encounter with customers.
Managerially, this research provides a deeper
understanding on the nature of tasks performed
by salespersons in service industries and a few
guidelines for managing the sales force. First,
sales organizations had better consciously assess
EI capacity in the selection and nurturing processes
of salespeople, given that EI can flexibly drive
EL and the resulting effective selling behavior
and performance.
As a matter of fact, sales organizations have
focused mainly on incentives, salary, and welfare
of employees to improve their performance.
However, the findings of this study imply that
sales managers’ understanding the emotional aspect

of the sales and service process is no less
important. The concept of EL could provide a
framework to understand the salespersons’
emotional experiences in depth. Especial y, sales
organizations may well think over how to develop
deep acting capabilities of their sales representatives,
given the facilitating effect of DA on ASB and
sales performance. In this direction, the training
on deep acting strategies would be an essential
task for improving performance of salespersons.
This kind of training had better incorporate
the perspectives and stories of customers such
that many customers can actually discern whether
salespersons are doing either surface acting or
deep acting.
In addition, a training process had better include
acquisition of strategies to control negative
emotions (emotional dissonance and stress). An
example of the emotion-controlling strategy would
be to recall a situation that evokes specific
emotions and focus on the positive side of the
encountered situation to relieve negative emotions
(Grandey 2003). The need gets more imperative
for front-line employees in services or sales
encounters to be equipped with the emotioncontrolling strategy when the recent accident
of a customer riot in the air plane of KAL is
reminded of (Ha 2013).
Finally, based on the synergistic effects of
deep acting and CO culture, how to build and
sustain CO context is always an ever-important
task in sales organizations. While the prior
selling literature has emphasized the process

and structure of highly customer-oriented sales
organization, our research not only corroborates
the important aspects of customer-oriented
sales organization, but also adds the important
dimension of competent sales representatives
who can resonate with customers by deep
acting for sales excellence.
5.3 Limitations and Future Research
Directions

Despite the interesting findings, this research
has of course some limitations. First, the data
was collected from salespersons working in
limited industries. Since most of the participants
in the sample were salespersons of insurance
companies, generalizing the results of this research
to salespersons working in other industries may
not be appropriate. Because there is a wide range
of fields that require EI and EL, data from
more diverse industries should be collected in
future studies. Further, differences in distinct
types of industries need to be conceptualized
and empirically examined.
Second, it would be a very interesting and
practical future study to examine how the
effects of the emotional factors (EI and EL)
and the cognitive factor (CO) on ASB and sales
performances would differ depending upon the
salesperson’s individual characteristics such as
gender and/or experience which have been
found to be important antecedents of ASB in
the sales literature (Frank and Park 2006).
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Third, the relative effects of more concrete
strategies which can be used by salespersons to
conduct deep acting on effective selling behavior
and sales performance had better be examined.
Although it was verified in this research that
the salesperson's use of deep acting positively
affected sales outcomes through ASB, the relative
effects of different strategies to facilitate deep
acting had better be articulated in further studies.
Fourth, future research is needed to precisely
assess the reasons why the hypotheses 2-2 and
4-2 were not supported. Specifically, the
relationships among SA, ASB, and CO need to
be deep-dived along with the versatile association
of EI with SA. In pursuing this research, precise
process aspects such as level of emotional
dissonance and/or stress could be investigated
to understand the mechanism by which EI could
be linked to SA and ASB along with CO.
Fifth, like many other studies, this study is
exposed to the limitation which accrues from
the use of the self-reporting method in the
data collecting process. For instance, it is probable
that front-line salespersons may have judged
themselves as more customer-oriented, considering
the job-related norms and/or the image of
their company. Thus, in future research, this
methodological limitation should be overcome
by using various methods, such as letting the
leader or the colleagues measure the members'
selling behavior and sales performance. Moreover,
the dyadic analysis method in which data is
also collected from customers of the salesperson
94 ASIA MARKETING JOURNAL
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had better be used in order to appraise whether
the salesperson actually shows ASB. This dyadic
approach can clearly eliminate the plausible
common method bias in the data.
Lastly, this research adapted existent tools in
the field of educational, occupational, social
psychology to measure EI and EL. Nevertheless,
development of a new measurement and/or
method would be needed to assess variables so
as to more precisely incorporate the characteristics
of sales situations in future studies. This methodologyrelated concern can promote studies on the
emotional phenomenon in the specific context
of the sales encounter.
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<Appendix> Final Measurement Items

(Wong and Law, 2002)
Self-emotion appraisal (4 items)
• have a good sense of why I have certain feelings most of the time
• have good understanding of my own emotions
• really understand what I feel
• always know whether or not I am happy
Others’ emotion appraisal (4 items)
• always know my friends’ emotion from their behavior
• a good observer of others’ emotions
• sensitive to the feelings and emotions of others
• have good understanding of the emotions of people around me
Use of emotion (4 items)
• always set goals for myself and then try my best to achieve them
• always tell myself I am a competent person
• a self-motivated person
• always encourage myself to try my best
Regulation of emotion (4 items)
• able to control my temper and handle difficulties rationally
• quite capable of controlling my own emotions
• always calm down quickly when I am very angry
• have good control of my own emotions
Emotional labor (Brotheridge and Lee, 2003; Kim and Han, 2008)
Deep acting (3 items)
• make an effort to actually feel the emotions that I have to display to others
• try to actually experience the emotions that I must show
• express emotions that need to be revealed through actual feelings in relationship with customers
Surface acting (3 items)
• pretend to have emotions that I don’t really have
• hide my true feelings about a situation
• work required by the fact that I feel the mood and emotion is often different from
Customer orientation (Saxe and Weitz, 1982)
• try to get customers to discuss their needs with me
• willing to disagree with a customer in order to help him make a better decision
• try to give customers an accurate expectation of what the product will do for them
• answer a customer’s questions about products or services as correctly as I can
• try to bring a customer with a problem together with a product/service that helps him/her solve that problem
• try to achieve my goals by satisfying customers
• try to find out what kind of product / service would be most helpful to a customer
ASB (Spiro and Weitz, 1990; Park and Holloway, 2003)
• very flexible in the selling approach he / she use
• easily use a wide variety of selling approaches
• do not use a set sales approach
• vary my sales style from situation to situation
• treat all of my buyers pretty much differently
• experiment with different sales approaches
• changing his / her approach from one customer to another
Emotional Intelligence
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